
Interdisciplinary Education for Innovation is Tough, But it Pays.
(Really?)



Is “Education for Innovation" possible at all ?



Should ( and if , how can ) business(people) get involved ?



Goal = innovative products ?
(What else?)



Education for innovation needs to be "radically transversal“.
(TRANS-generational, TRANS-disciplinary, TRANS-cultural)



"You have all the reason in the world to achieve your grandest dreams. 
Imagination plus innovation equals realization.“

Denis Waitley (The Psychology of Winning, Seeds of Greatness, The Winner's Edge) 



We all enjoy brushing our teeth and hair every morning !
(Really?)



( What about that DIWO dream ? )



..now you do it   1) YOURSELF ,  and 2) WITH THE OTHER

1) Draw (sketch) each Your own "dream machine“.
(30 seconds imagine + 90 seconds draw)

2) Explain to your LEFT-HAND neighbor “how it works”; 
listen to her/him in turn.
(30 seconds explain + 30 seconds listen)

NOTE: The "dream-machine" ideating/brainstorming should have no 
limits, the machine can be realistic and/or non-realistic, hardware 
and/or software; hi-tech or lo-tech… Importantly, it should solve a 
problem, need, task or question that You think is important, and 
cannot be tackled otherwise (with the “machines” known so far).



Distance collaboration of Belgian and Slovenian children = “The Zombie” 



Blended collaboration of “Belgian” and “Slovenian” students & mentors
on “Zombie” = MyMachineGlobal (2016)



Art x  Design x  Engineering = many Zombies.. 



limited ressources x  innovation spirit ( + new knowledge )



“Learning and innovation go hand in hand. The arrogance of success is to think 
that what you did yesterday will be sufficient for tomorrow.” William Pollard

--



Sometimes beauty is simply NOT in the eye of the beholder !



"You don't understand anything unless you understand there are at least 3 ways.”

Marvin Minsky (The Society of Mind, The Emotion Machine)



Interdisciplinary + Intergenerational Education for Innovation..



.. is Tough, But it Pays.
(Does it?)



“Zombie”, the Slovenian prototype (final version)



“Zombie”, the Belgian prototype (final version)



MyMachineGlobal children, mentors and students (Belgium, 2016)



“Toy-gathering Dinosaur” (MyMachine Slovenia, 2015)



“Flying car” (MyMachine Slovenia, 2015)



User-centred, iterative design (MyMachine Slovenia, 2015)



Interdisciplinary Entrepreneurial Application for Transforming Education
= IDEATE  (project)



An inter-university course on interdisciplinary entrepreneurship
= IDEATE (programme)



The IDEATE Toolbox
//howto.ideate.me



Intercultural + Interdisciplinary Education for Innovation is Tough.
(But it Pays!)



“Competition has been shown to be useful up to a certain point..”



“.. and no further, but cooperation/…/ begins where competition leaves off.”
Franklin D. Roosevelt



“ChefTastic”  = IDEATE 2014/15 winner



“AWARENET”  = IDEATE 2015/16 winner



.. IT DOES PAY, IF IT’S  >>   I N T E R G E N E R A T I O N A L .
MyMachineGlobal children, mentors and students (Slovenia, 2016)



.. IT DOES PAY, IF IT’S   >>   I N T E R C U L T U R A L .
IDEATE 2015/16 ice-breaking session in Turku, FInland



Entrepreneurial attitudes and true innovation spirit 
can be nurtured and developed, ..



..as long as these processes are well structured and conducted by competent 
interdisciplinary educational teams – including business stakeholders !



Welcome to “ The DreamTogether Machine ” (tonight, 6PM)
inspired by MyMachineGlobal, sponsored by IDEATE.me (EC) & partners



Welcome to “ The DreamTogether Machine ” (tonight, 6PM)
inspired by MyMachineGlobal, sponsored by IDEATE.me (EC) & partners

"The DreamTogether Machine" 

a migrating ideation event, supported by
Gruentaler9, The Space Berlin, the IDEATE.me project, inspired by FEI 
"Transformation Through Innovation" conference and MyMachneGlobal;
moderated by pETER Purg of University of Nova Gorica, School of Arts,
on October 6, 18 - 21h, at Gruentaler9, Berlin, Germany

A dozen of MachineDreamers -- mixed between the most propulsive innovators from 
the West, and the most promising young immigrants from the East -- will Together 
draw Machines, such as they dream of! ( And then, they might even come true! )

18:00 Hotel Palace, front door – pickup by 6 taxis
18.30 Gruentaler9 – brainstorming & drawing together
19.30 Gruentaler9 – socializing & planning on (GreenChillies catering) 
20.30 >> Open-end around Gesundbrunnen… (15-min ride back to hotel with S/U-Bahn)

http://www.gruentaler9.com/
https://www.facebook.com/thespace.berlin/
https://www.facebook.com/thespace.berlin/
imap://ppurg@mail.ung.si:993/www.IDEATE.me
https://marketing.knect365.com/fei-europe/speakers
x-msg://4/www.mymachineglobal.org
x-msg://4/www.mymachineglobal.org
http://www.ung.si/en/
http://www.ung.si/en/
http://vsu.ung.si/en/educating/school


Thank you.

pETER Purg, PhD

University of Nova Gorica | School of Arts
http://vsu.ung.si/peterpurg 
peter.purg@ung.si

www.adriart.net
www.ideate.me
www.mymachineglobal.org

peter@pleter.net
+386.41.609.736 
www.linkedin.com/in/peterpurg

Post: Vipavska 13, 5000 Nova Gorica, Slovenia
Loc: Palazzo Alvarez, Via Diaz 5, 34170 Gorizia, Italy 


